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Money types and creation of the money:
Money is one of the most important tools, a basic need, the only reason for war and
murder, peace and tranquility, progress and mustiness, cause of looting, and in general
money is power or anything you desire to be.

What is money and how it’s created?
Everyone knows money as printed money (banknotes), coins, digital data, or multidigit numbers in bank accounts.
What do rich countries have that they offer their wealth to themselves and their
people?!
They have resources like oil, gold, jewelry and etc. that are natural resources and
reserves and by relying on these they can get necessary authorizations for printing
money and after providing the basic needs like printing place, money blueprint, paper
and ink and etc. they attempt printing physical money.
The money’s worth is calculated based on these initial resources; however, these
resources are limited in size, quantity, and the type and money printing authorizations
issued depending on the worthiness of the initial resource, it is worth mentioning that
there are other factors playing role in printed and in general currency worthiness. Of
course, we are not interested in that type of money in these articles and we are
discussing raw money data of huge amounts.
Mining of the unit of currency looks like subatomic particles; creating money is an
art and the main power is the creator, not the creation (money); there is in fact fear
of the creator not the money (creation). Our discussion here is to create money for
developing good intentions around the world.
Money in the virtual network is a sub-particle; production and collection and
aggregation of it is very difficult and far from the public imagination. By collecting
these micro particles, unnamed particles are formed and upon creation of a raw unit
of money it goes through an off-ledger monetization procedure and it will convert into
one of the popular currencies in the world and it can be presented and injected into
the banking and economic system of the world. It is safe to say that more than 90% of
these money units convert into European Union currency (EURO). For converting raw
money data to a currency, 7/8 must be spent to create 1/8 offline currency like Euro
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and that remained 1/8 offline money after paying some legal expenses, taxes and
expenses converts into real printed money which is clean, legal, and clear.

Money types:
The money created in the farm network is monetized with different methods and
depending on the costs and taxes divided in Clean and Dirty money which they are
divided into online and offline. Our subject is the off-ledger fund and its creation
procedure.

Banking network in farm:
Farm network and its extended programing, in simple words, is the Terminal Dive
of all banking networks including offline and online banking and transferring of bank’s
server money.
Terminal Dive: it is a virtual space (Terminal) consisting of various lines and it has
different platforms (Dives) for transferring money in the offline and online banking
networks.
In previous articles we explained that there is no fund or money in farm 42; this
farm only and only is an archive of documents for funds in the farm and all documents
are issued from this farm. funds are in farm 43 (clean and clear) to farm 92 (dirty and
illegal funds).
Servers are named based on HS, BS, DS, and NS, banking servers are NS types and
these servers are divided into offline (off-ledger) and online (on-ledger).
Servers that are active in offline banking are named NS which are consist of (NS0,
NS1, NS2, NS3, NS4, NS5, and NS6) and servers that are in online banking are named
MS that is consist of (MS0, MS1, MS2, MS3, MS4, MS5, and MS6).
Important to understand that the technical term of the funds available in online
banking is MS0 to MS6 (publicly known as M0 to M6) and off-ledger funds are NS0 to
NS6 or N0 to N6.
Dirty funds are the ones that cannot be monetized. E.g., bubbles, bugs, corrupted
boxes, and mirrored boxes, and all of them are created by hackers.
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The funds that have the ability to be boxed are only M0 and NS0 funds. DTC boxes
can easily be created out of them and various types of transactions can be done (IP/IP,
IP/ID, MT103 Manual Download and etc.)
M0 and NS0 funds are only clean and clear funds in the farm that have full
documents and can be transferred with authorizations in the banking system.
M0 and NS0 owners are handfuls and all of them are part of the farm board and
inspectors.

Server money types:
Off-ledger and on-ledger funds are processed and monetized based on their initial
raw data. In the following table we introduce an off-ledger and on-ledger equivalents:
Off-ledger funds (NS)

On-ledger funds (MS)

Description of status

NS0 or N0

MS0 or M0

NS1 or N1

MS1 or M1

NS2 or N2

MS2 or M2

Completely clean and clear funds with
full documents
Very clean and clear funds with
documents
Clean funds with monetization ability

NS3 or N3

MS3 or M3

NS4 or N4

MS4 or M4

NS5 or N5

MS5 or M5

NS6 or N6

MS6 or M6

Dirty funds with monetization ability
with incomplete documents
Dirty funds with monetization ability
without documents
Dirty funds, funds without origin or
blocked
Dirty and illegal funds

1. M0 or NS0 Funds: These funds are totally clean, clear, and legal and its
documents are complete, so with payment of the taxes, costs, and expenses specific
for every country fund be monetized, and once monetized it can be transferred by
MT103 Normal. These funds are out of reach of hackers.
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2. M1 or NS1 Funds: These funds are clean and legal and they have enough
documents and can be monetized but mostly they are used for getting banking credits
or loans and bonds. Their monetization costs are more than the previous type and
hackers don’t have access to these.
3. M2 or NS2 Funds: These funds are clean and legal but their documents are
incomplete; they can be monetized and the monetization cost is more expensive than
the previous type. This type of fund is mostly used for box mirroring, for this a bubble
is created and transferred and after locating the bubble, they will equate the bubble
with the original source and provide and define new documentation for it, with that
new documentation defined for the bubble, push the original source to the
monetization stage. Hackers don’t have access to them.
4. NS3 or M3 Funds: these funds are dirty and illegal and their documentation is too
incomplete; these funds can be monetized and their costs and expenses are far more
expensive than the previous type. These funds need a couple of transfers in the
banking system and lines to be converted into a clean fund and monetization and for
transfers, they need more documents. For this purpose, usually, methods like box
mirroring or other methods are used to push the fund to the monetization stage. This
type is the main professional hackers’ source and obviously, they can be accessed by
them.
5. NS4 or M4 Funds: these funds are dirty and illegal, has no documents and in fact,
they are raw money that has passed the stage of belonging to a currency like a euro,
they can be monetized but because they don’t have documentation and their taxes,
costs, and expenses haven’t been paid, any kind of use of these funds are considered
money laundering. These funds can be accessed by hackers and mostly amateur
hackers use this type.
6. NS5 or M5 Funds: these funds are undocumented, dirty, illegal. They can be
monetized but their monetization cost is very, very expensive. These funds have no
root, no owner, and they are mostly obtained from illegal illegally (drug smuggling,
human trafficking and etc.). they are either blocked and untransferable or in the onledger network, they are being used for buying weapons, body organ trafficking and
etc. these funds can be accessed by hackers.
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7. NS6 or M6 Funds: these funds are totally dirty and illegal, they have no
documents, can be monetized but the cost of their monetization is stunning. In fact,
this money is the raw data that is waiting to be converted into a currency but robbed
and transferred without authorization by hackers and a currency defined for with
various hacking methods and injected into the banking network for disruption
purposes.
Funds gained from trading platforms in on-ledger or off-ledger networks depending
on their documents and after monetization and changing of the identity will be listed
under NS0-M0 or NS1-M1 or they will be listed in dirty money types.
NS0 and NS1 funds are off-ledger funds that after getting the necessary
authorization and payment of the taxes, costs and expenses will enter to the on-ledger
network and after it is deposited in the beneficiary account can be used according to
the on-ledger banking network regulations.
M0 and M1 funds are on-ledger funds that the general public can use (in case of
ownership) for daily trades like cheques, using POS machines for buying daily needs
and etc.
It is important to consider that IP/IP, IP/ID, DTC, and Manual Download for
monetization and converting to on-ledger funds are only and only sent from NS0-M0
fund resources.

End of Article Number Four.
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